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Supplemental Tables and Figures 1 
 2 
Supplemental Table 1. A summary of datasets used for the analysis 3 

Data Protocol Num. of cells total Num. of 
Tumor cells 

Num of cell 
types 

Pancreas 2K inDrops 2126 None 10 (10) 
Pancreas 8K CEL-seq2 8569 None 14 (13) 
CBMC 8K Drop-seq 8617 None 15 (11) 
PBMC 68K 10X genomics 68579 None 11 (6) 
Lung 29K 10X v2 57202 down sampled by 1/2 None 28 (18) 
Lung 38K 10X v2 114396 down sampled by 1/3 None 31 (24) 

Melanoma 5K Smart-seq2 4513 1251 11 (8) 
HeadNeck 6K Smart-seq2 5902 2215 10 (10) 

 4 
These data can be downloaded from the following sites. 5 

Pancreas 2K: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE84133   6 

Pancreas 8K: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE85241.  7 

CBMC 8K: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE100866.  8 

PBMC 68K: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE93421.  9 

Lung 29K: https://data.humancellatlas.org/explore/projects/c4077b3c-5c98-4d26-a614-246d12c2e5d7  10 

Lung 39K: https://data.humancellatlas.org/explore/projects/c1a9a93d-d9de-4e65-9619-a9cec1052eaa  11 

Melanoma 5K https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE72056.  12 

HeadNeck 6K https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE103322.  13 
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Supplemental Figure 1. Sankey diagram for two datasets with different reference-based identifiers 3 

(two best identifiers for each data). (a) blood data with MarkerCount, (b) blood data with CaSTLe, (c) 4 

tumor with MarkerCount and (d) tumor with CHETAH.  We used broad cell type for PBMC 68K as 5 

the other provide only broad cell type. Those cell types with limited number of cells tend to get more 6 

errors than those with larger number of cells. 7 
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Supplemental Figure 2 A comparison of UMAP plots for 4 

tumor (HeadNeck 6K and Melanoma 5K) data with 5 

different reference-based identifiers. (a) manual 6 

annotation, (b) MarkerCount, (c) CHETAH, (d) SingleR, (e) 7 

CaSTLe and (f) scmap(cell). UMAP plots show much 8 

clearer landscape for the identification performances. In 9 

(a), there is a large area of tumor population. The UMAP 10 

plots were computed using dimension reduced version of gene expression matrix.  11 
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Supplemental Figure 3. Sankey diagram for tumor and blood datasets with different marker-based 4 

identifiers (two best identifiers for each data) using CellMarker DB. (a) tumor data with MarkerCount, 5 

(b) tumor data with Garnett, (c) blood with MarkerCount and (d) blood with SCINA. For identification, 6 

we used cell types as provided in marker DB, either broad or specific. After cell types are identified, we 7 

renamed the cell types to the respective broad type to evaluate performances. To give insight into the 8 

performance for specific cell types, we also showed in (e) and (f) the Sankey diagrams for PBMC 68K, 9 

for which the specific cell types were annotated.  10 
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Supplemental Figure 4 A comparison of UMAP plots for blood 3 

(CBMC 8K and PBMC 68K) data with different marker-based 4 

identifiers. (a) manual annotation, (b) MarkerCount, (c) 5 

Garnett and (d) SCINA. The UMAP plots were computed using 6 

dimension reduced version of gene expression matrix. Similar 7 

to tumor data, the same cell types, e.g., T cells, are separately 8 

clustered in the two data showing the batch effect or tissue 9 

dependency.  10 
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Supplemental Figure 5 Comparisons of the two distributions of 𝐶  and 𝐶  for some cell types in (a) 4 

pancreas data, (b) blood data (CBMC 8K and PBMC68K) and (c) tumor (HeadNeck 6K and melanoma 5 

5K) data. For many cell types, the target and non-target are largely separable using only the normalized 6 

marker counts, while for some other types, for example, Beta, Delta, Epsilon and Gamma cells in 7 

pancreas, dendritic cells in blood and B cells in tumor data, identification using only the normalized 8 

marker counts will have considerable errors. Taking such problem into account, MarkerCount set 9 

rejection threshold for the normalized marker counts and use cluster-basis cell type reassignment 10 

utilizing the similarity within a cluster. One more thing to note is that, in blood data, a large portion of 11 

non-dendritic cells have normalized marker counts comparable with those of dendritic cell. These cells 12 

were mostly monocytes (based on manual annotation) which means they have expressed marker genes 13 

both of monocytes and dendritic cells. 14 


